Audi a3 engine diagram

The Audi A3 is a compact hatchback car, a wagon from and a sedan from manufactured by Audi
from the Volkswagen Group. The history of the Audi A3 model dates back to , when the
three-door hatchback came out on the European market. The ideological heir to the Audi 50 was
based on the PQ34 platform with McPherson ramps in front, but unlike the one-summer Golf of
those years, the Audi A3 received a multi-purpose suspension in the back instead of a torsion
bar. The length of the body stylist â€” Peter Scheer was mm, width â€” , wheelbase â€” In , the
five-door hatchback appeared under the name of A3 Sportback. On the A3 were put petrol
motors 1. The Audi A3 model featured six airbags, a stabilization system, two-zone climate
control, xenon headlights, cast discs up to 17 inches in diameter, combined or fully leather
upholstery seats. The production in Ingolstadt Germany ended in , but in Curitiba Brazil the
release lasted until from the year The total circulation is , cars. The second generation car,
whose length has increased to mm, and the distance between the axles reached mm, was
seriously focused on increasing sales. From to , more than , Audi A3 cars were collected. One
of the reasons is the widest choice of modifications. The three-door and five-door hatchback
was added to the cabriolet in , the sports version of the S3 could be with both three and five
doors, and at the end of the release, the RS3 was released with a strong turbo engine with five
cylinders up to one hundred â€” for 4. On the ordinary, the A3 puts eight gasoline engines
atmospheric or inflatable, hp and Nm and three turbodiesel hp, Nm. Option S3 was completed
with a horsepower 2. The third-generation premiere of the Audi A3 family took place on March 6,
at the Geneva Motor Show as a three-door hatchback. The production of a three-door car began
in May , sales started on August 24, At the Paris Motor Show in , the sports version of the Audi
S3 and the five-door hatchback wagon Audi A3 Sportback are presented, sales of the latter
started February 15, On March 27, , the A3 was introduced into the sedan body, sales of which
began at the end of May The Audi A3 comes with three engines to choose from. Petrol engines
are two â€” 1. Of the diesels, only 2. Also, the first time the seven-band robotic gearbox S tronic
with two clutches received only a strong version standard equipment , while other models
received a six-speed manual transmission. But later it will expand the range of modifications
with ACPP, as well as new engines including 1. In addition to the base additionally available two
variants of the suspension â€” basic sport with a decrease in clearance of 15 mm and S-line
with a decrease of 25 mm. Regarding the Premium Sedan version, this car is equipped with a
4-cylinder turbocharged engine with hp, which is typically used by Volkswagen cars. The only
available transmission is a 6-speed automated mechanical transmission. Related Posts. Your
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Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The Audi A3 is a small family or
subcompact executive car manufactured and marketed since the s [1] [2] by the Audi
subdivision of the Volkswagen Group , currently in its fourth generation. The original A3 or
Type 8L was introduced in the European market in , marking Audi's return to the production of
smaller cars following the demise of the Audi 50 in This was the first Volkswagen Group model
to use the "PQ34" or "A4" platform , bearing a close resemblance to the contemporary
Volkswagen Golf Mk4 , which arrived a year later. Within three years, this platform was used for
total of seven cars. The A3 was initially available only with a three-door hatchback body, to
present a more sporty image than the Golf, in both front and four-wheel drive. The inline
four-cylinder engines were transversely mounted. The Audi A3 was the eighth model in the Audi
lineup to use five valves per cylinder. In Audi expanded the range with the introduction of more
powerful versions: a 1. The four-wheel-drive A3 1. Also in , Audi also introduced a five-door
body. Audi's electronic stability control , traction-control, and brake force distribution computer

became standard equipment in some countries. Although the first-generation Audi A3 was
replaced in Europe in , the first generation model continued to be sold in some markets.
Production of the first generation model stopped in Brazil in Euro NCAP rating of 4 out of 5
stars. These could cause high loads on his upper legs and damage to his knees. Audi released
the A3-derived Audi S3 in , only as a three-door hatchback. The inline-four 20v 1. This was the
first time a small four-cylinder engine had been used in an Audi S-series car. Although dubbed
"quattro" , the S3 uses a different four-wheel drive system. These items are standard in some
export markets. The engines used are the same as those for many other cars in the Volkswagen
Group. At the Geneva Motor Show , Audi launched the second generation of the A3, the Typ 8P,
designed by Gary Telaak during however, the final design was frozen in Originally launched
only as a three-door hatchback with four-cylinder engines, it featured a new automobile
platform the PQ35 platform , a redesigned and more spacious interior, new petrol engines with
Fuel Stratified Injection FSI , and standard six-speed manual gearboxes except on the base 1. In
mid the line was updated with two sports-oriented models, a 2. In the "S line" trim level, offering
new decorative elements, became available and the three-door A3 received the same front-end
styling features as the Sportback model. For the first time, the A3 became available in the North
American market, exclusively with the Sportback body, with the base 2. The five-door
"Sportback" model was introduced in June It also received the new "single frame" front grille
originally introduced in the A8 W12 , which was later adopted across the whole A3 range. In
August , Audi introduced the second generation S3. Offered in three- and five-door body styles,
the second generationâ€” Typ 8Pâ€”S3 is powered by a modified and uprated Volkswagen
Group -sourced 2. As with all Audi S models , the design was done in-house by quattro GmbH.
Audi offers both six-speed manual and six-speed S-Tronic automatic transmissions with the S3.
The spring ratings and dampers were revised, along with the body kit. Like its predecessor,
although badged a "Quattro" model, the S3 does not employ a Torsen centre differential as in
other common Quattro models , but instead uses the Swedish Haldex Traction system in its
on-demand four-wheel drive transmission, due to the transverse engine layout. Euro NCAP
tested a second-generation Audi A3 with front airbags, side airbags, seatbelt pretensioners ,
and load limiters as standard. Audi introduced a number of changes to the A3 and S3 in These
include revised nose and tail styling, with a modified grille and daytime running lights, common
rail 2. In addition, the range now includes an S3 Sportback model. Also, a cabriolet version was
introduced. It was similar in dimensions to the 3-door version, with a two-box design. Based on
the Audi A3 three-door, it is an approach by Audi to address both performance and the
environment. The engine in the concept car is a turbocharged 2. It produces It uses the quattro
drive system with a six-speed manual transmission. The chassis has Audi's Magnetic Ride
Suspension system, lowering the vehicle 1. It also has ceramic front brakes, a four-link rear
suspension and electro-mechanical servo assist for the rack and pinion steering. Exterior
modifications include the widening of the three-door's grill, modifying the odd, and enlarging air
intakes. Bolt-on fender flares and a large rear spoiler have been added. The interior changes
include sport seats and a flat-bottomed steering wheel. Optional features included front bucket
seats, roof rails in matte aluminum look, styling packages in black or matte aluminum. First
deliveries started in early It included Vienna leather upholstery, front seat heating, rear parking
sensors, automatic headlight and wiper activation, cruise control, a Bluetooth mobile phone
interface. In January , the naturally-aspirated 2. It is available in front-wheel drive only. The
"e"-model, Audi's equivalent of Volkswagen's BlueMotion , is available with the 1. Audi released
two models of the A3 1. This engine achieves approximately 4. They went on sale in June In ,
the 1. The A3 2. This US model would begin sale in the first quarter of as a model year vehicle.
In March , the line-up was expanded with the introduction of a more powerful 2. The 2. The
vehicle was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [34] [35] and went on sale in Europe in
September First vehicle using the flexible modular Volkswagen Group MQB platform , the third
generation is available as a three-door hatchback, a five-door "Sportback", a four-door saloon
to directly rival the Mercedes-Benz CLA-Class , and a two-door Cabriolet. The front suspension
is a MacPherson strut set-up while the rear utilizes torsion bar suspension models with less
than PS or multi-link rear suspension models with PS or more. Early German models include 1.
Other features include to inch-wheels optional inch wheels via quattro GmbH and electronic
stabilization control with electronic differential lock. The vehicle was unveiled at the New York
Auto Show. The German model went on sale in late summer Early models include 1. Delivery of
the UK models began in autumn of In international markets like Pakistan, Audi has introduced it
with a 1. This has allowed Audi to bypass high import duties on larger displacement engines,
offer the car at a competitive price, and become a leader in the imported luxury car segment.
The facelifted version has yet to be launched. In Singapore, the Audi A3 sedan and Sportback
are currently available as 1. The A3 cabriolet model was offered starting in It has a three-box

body style and a larger boot than the previous model litres versus Other features include a
choice of 13 body colours three solid finishes, eight metallic finishes, and two pearl-effect
finishes , an optional high-gloss package adding accents around the windows standard with the
Ambiente trim line , six-speed manual transmission optional S-Tronic for all engine models, 16
or inch wheels depending on trim line optional inch wheels , Audi drive select standard with
Ambition with optional S-Tronic, and optional electromagnetic damper control system. German
models went on sale in February It is a version of the A3 Sportback with 1. The synthetic
methane was produced by waste product from a nearby Werlte biogas plant operated by power
utility EWE. The plug-in hybrid concept car was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show. To charge
the A3 e-tron, the Audi four rings logo is pulled along to reveal a charging socket. The A3
Sportback e-tron is powered by a 1. The revised A3 e-tron in the UK featured a different level of
specification, losing the previously standard LED headlights but gaining Audi's virtual cockpit
as standard. The revised model featured the same battery and drivetrain as before, now rated at
22 miles of electric range under the new WLTP test. The third generation Audi S3 is powered by
a 2. It features new pistons with stronger bolts and new rings, as well as reinforced connecting
rods with new mounts transferring the power to the crankshaft. The cylinder head is made of a
new lightweight aluminium alloy designed with high strength and temperature resistance in
mind. In , the RS3 sedan or saloon was added to the line-up. The RS3 can be ordered with a
fixed-suspension or an adjustable magnetic damper. Depending on the country, the RS3 can be
purchased with different optional packages. For example, the Black Optic package includes
high-gloss black inch wheels, high-gloss black outside mirror covers, and a high-gloss black
trunk lip spoiler, while the Dynamic package consists of titanium inch wheels with summer
performance tires, red brake calipers, and a sport exhaust system. After four years, the
third-generation Audi A3 was given a facelift for the model year , which also coincided with the
20th anniversary of the A3 name. The facelifted model was first unveiled through a set of official
images in April The new A3 sedan was given significant cosmetic updates, which were in-line
with the automaker's new design philosophy. The front grille was also given a refreshed
treatment that made the new A3 look like its elder siblings. Changes on the sides and rear were
minimal, with only the taillights getting new LED treatment. There were multiple updates on the
interiors as well, with a fully digital Sold in Europe and released in the United States for the
model year. Euro NCAP tested a third-generation Audi A3, 3-door hatchback with front airbags,
side airbags, seatbelt pretensioners and load limiters as standard and scored it accordingly:. It
is 3 centimetres longer and wider when compared to the outgoing model while keeping the
wheelbase length the same, trunk cargo space is litres with the seats up, and litres with the
seats folded down. It has a drag coefficient of 0. It gets a six-speed manual, seven-speed
dual-clutch automatic, or an electric S-Tronic gearboxes. It also gets the new MMI infotainment
system, with a The new A3 Sedan was revealed on 21 April , with the front fascia similar to that
of the A3 Sportback. However, the wheelbase remains unchanged. This generation of the A3
sedan is not expected to arrive in North America until late , as a model. The S3 model has the
same 2. It also has reduced cargo space litres instead of the litres in the A3 due to the Quattro
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recognizable in the world of automobile brands. Today, this German company belongs to the
car concern Volkswagen. Automobile plant Audi Automobil-Werke began its work in The
company was created after the departure of August Horch from the company Horch , at that
time a fairly well-known automaker. And the company also inherited its company's name from
this brand, or rather from its founder. In translation from German Horch means "listen", an
approximate translation into Latin of this word - Audi. After the First World War, the enterprise
faced significant difficulties, in it was abandoned by the founder, August Horch. Subsequently,
it was decided to create a new company, by combining the efforts of several manufacturers. The
company became quite successful and developed until the Second World War, when all
production was transferred to military rails, and later most of the production capacity was
bombed. During the postwar years, production was restored and the development and
production of many models of cars became very popular, including the famous Audi Quattro
car, which put Audi on a par with the leading automakers. In , the company becomes the
property of Daimler-Benz AG. And in became part of the Volkswagen concern. Adobe Acrobat

Document Audi Navigation System manual. Audi Workshop Manual Adobe Acrobat Document 3.
Audi 80 Electrical Systems Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Audi Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 4. Audi A5 Coupe Owner's Manual. Audi Q7 Self-Study Manual. Audi Allroad Quattro
Manual. Audi A4 Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Audi A6 Owner's Manual. Adobe
Acrobat Document 9. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Audi RS2 Workshop Manual. Audi RS4
Owner's Manual. Audi R8 Owners Manual Adobe Acrobat Document 8. Adobe Acrobat
Document 1. The VW 2. The production of the 2. It was released as a replacement for the 2. Just
like the 1. There are three generations of the last VW 2. The 2. Just like 1. The displacement
growing was achieved by the new forged steel crankshaft with Also, the engine has the short
connecting rods mm and other pistons lower the compression ratio to 9. The engine block is
equipped with two chain-driven counter-rotating balance shafts. The aluminum valve cylinder
head of 2. There are two intake and two exhaust valves per each cylinder. The intake valve
diameter is The valvetrain has low-friction roller finger cam followers and hydraulic tappets, for
valve clearance compensation. The intake and exhaust camshafts are on top of the head and
they are driven by the timing chain. The intake camshaft is equipped with the variable intake
valve timing system. The low-pressure fuel pump mounted in a tank delivers fuel to the
high-pressure pump supplying up to bars 2, psi of fuel pressure for the six-hole fuel injectors.
The high-pressure injection pump is driven by a four-lobe cam on the exhaust camshaft. The
engine also has the electronically controlled ignition with long-life spark plugs and four
individual single spark coils. The engine is turbocharged by the water-cooled and integrated
into cast iron exhaust manifold turbocharger KKK K03 with the max boost pressure of 0. The
compressed intake air goes through the plastic variable geometry intake manifold. The main
target was the friction reduction and efficient increasing. For this purpose, the diameter of the
main journals was reduced by 6 mm 58 mm to 52 mm. Also, the low-friction thin pistons rings,
new pistons and a new method for cylinder wall surface manufacturing were applied. This
generation has a variable oil pump. In addition to that, the 2. It is a two-stage intake valve-lift
control. The system varies the valve lift in two stages: 6. The production of these engines
continued until First of all, the engine got a new cast iron cylinder block with thinner walls by 0.
There are new steel crankshaft, pistons and rings, oil pump and light-weight balancing shafts.
The new engine design incorporates an entirely redeveloped cylinder head. It is a valve
aluminum DOHC cylinder head with an integrated and water-cooled exhaust manifold. Like
before, the camshafts are driven by the timing chain and AVS system is applied for the intake
valves only. But the variable valve timing system is available for both camshafts. One set is
mounted in the port MPI and another set is inside the cylinders direct injection , for that extra
efficient power when needed. The max boost was increased up to 1. It became possible by
installing the new turbocharger IHI IS20 with a new electronic wastegate, which adjusted the
boost pressure. For high-performance vehicles, the engineers did some improvements in the
design. The engines with code CJX have slightly different cylinder head shape, performance
intake camshaft, bigger exhaust valves, reduced compression ration to 9. More powerful
versions come with a big air-to-air intercooler. The Gen3 engines are equipped with Siemens
Simos The upgraded 2. It may seem strange but all the main problems were inherited from the 1.
There are problems with stretched timing chain, high oil consumption, carbon deposit inside
ports and on intake valves. You can read detailed information about common problems for each
generation in this review for the 1. But everything is fixable. The cast iron engine block is
rebuildable, solutions for fixing common problems are already found and replacement parts are
not very expensive. Pour the high-quality engine oil, feed with minimum 95 RON gasoline, follow
the maintenance schedule precisely and the engine will last for about k miles ,, km. The engine
longevity doesn't drop down after Stage 1 ECU remapping and even after Stage 2 downpipe,
more productive turbocharger, and ECU remap depends on how much power you will get. But
of course, Stage 3 will reduce the reliability significantly. This is engine for the VW Tiguan. The
engine version is for Audi Q3. It is Audi TT Mk2 engine. Home Volkswagen Audi 2. Engine Specs
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